
STEWARDS REPORT 
 

SEOUL RACECOURSE 
 

Saturday 20th March 2010 
 

Weather: Fine 
Track:  12% 

 
 
Stewards: Byung-sun Kim (Chairman), Kwang Ho Lee, James Perry, T B Oh, 

Bae Young-phil 
 
 
RACE ONE:  CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 
A post race veterinary examination of KOREAN DANCER did not reveal any 
abnormality. A swab sample was taken from DONGBANG JINJU. 
 
RACE TWO: CLASS 6 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 
When questioned, Choi Won Joon (HAMPYEONG CHEONJI) stated that he was 
instructed to race in a forward position in accordance with its usual racing pattern. He 
said that his mount missed the start and then commenced to hang in severely for the 
entire race proving very difficult to ride. A post race veterinary examination of 
HAMPYEONG CHEONJI did not reveal any abnormality. Stewards ordered that 
HAMPYEONG CHEONJI be suspended from racing for 2 months and further that it 
compete satisfactorily in an official barrier trial prior to its next start. A post race 
veterinary examination of SUPER TAEPUNG did not reveal any abnormality.  
 
RACE THREE: CLASS 6 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1000 METRES 
GANGHANJEGUK dislodged its rider en route to the barrier and was a late scratching. 
Betting time was extended five minutes. A warning was issued. ALCHANHUIMANG 
blundered when it broke down badly rounding the final turn and Yang Hee Jin was 
dislodged. A post race veterinary examination of ALCHANHUIMANG revealed that it 
had sustained a fracture to its near fore leg and would be retired from racing. In the home 
straight NEULSANGSEUNG lay in and a warning was issued. KITE recorded a time 
outside the qualifying standard so it will be required to re-qualify in an official barrier 
trial before being permitted to start.  
 
RACE FOUR: CLASS 4 - FOREIGN BRED – 1000 METRES 
Lee Gi Woong (SAOKDO) was fined W20,000 for careless riding in that near the 800m 
he permitted his mount to shift in when not clear of BERNICE KEI which had to be 
checked. In the home straight, Yoo Mi Ra (SPEEDY RUN) dropped her whip. Given her 
recent record in this regard, she was fined W100,000. A post race veterinary examination 
of BERNICE KEI and MASUL LAMP did not reveal any abnormality. 
 
RACE FIVE: CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1200 METRES 



BULKKOT JANGSA and OLLE DREAMER bumped on jumping with BULKKOT 
JANGSA becoming unbalanced and losing a little ground.  
 
RACE SIX: CLASS 5 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
Near the 350m MR. ROCKY and GEOGEO SEONGSEONG bumped and became 
unbalanced after both horses had shifted ground. A swab sample was taken from 
BIGSISTER. 
 
RACE SEVEN: CLASS 3 – FOREIGN BRED  - 1700 METRES 
Won Jung Il (INDIAN SECRET) was fined for careless riding in that rounding the first 
turn he shifted in when not clear of CHEONJI BEONJJEOK which had to be checked. 
Won Jung Il has incurred two recent fines for this offence so, in accordance with the 
KRA penalty guidelines, his penalty was increased and his license to ride in races was 
suspended for 2 race days. When being restrained CHEONJI BEONJJEOK hung out 
badly over the running of CHEONGPAMYEONGJANG which was checked. 
COLLAR JACKET was fractious en route to the barrier and a warning was issued. A 
post race veterinary examination of COLLAR JACKET did not reveal any abnormality. 
A swab sample was taken from HWANGGEUMJANDI. A post race veterinary 
examination of CHEONJI BEONJJEOK did not reveal any abnormality. 
 
RACE EIGHT: CLASS 3 - DOMESTIC BRED – 1700 METRES 
Choi Bum Hyun (SECRET WOMAN) was warned for carelessly allowing his mount to 
shift in 50m after the start when not clear of UWI which had to be steadied. Park Tae 
Jong (ARISAE) was warned for carelessly allowing his mount to shift out near the 50m 
resulting in DAE HIT being inconvenienced. A post race veterinary examination of 
SINHWACHWEOREOM and ISANGHWA did not reveal any abnormality. A swab 
sample was taken from ISANGHWA.  
 
RACE NINE: CLASS 2 – DOMESTIC BRED - 1800 METRES 
MUJEOK GANGHO bled during the race and given that it has bled on two previous 
occasions, the gelding will be ineligible to race for 3 months. Ham Wan Sik (MR. 
VANCOUVER) was warned for carelessly allowing his mount to shift in near the 250m 
resulting in MUJEK GANGHO being inconvenienced. Lee Ai Li (DREAMER) was 
fined W30,000 for accidentally dropping her whip in the early stages of the race.  
 
RACE TEN: CLASS 2 – FOREIGN BRED – 1900 METRES 
HAPPY BOX was fractious in the barrier and will be required to undergo a stall test 
prior to its next start. CONSISTENT SUCCESS raced ungenerously in the early stages 
and a warning was issued. A post race veterinary examination of CONSISTENT 
SUCCESS did not reveal any abnormality. 
 
RACE ELEVEN: CLASS 1 – DOMESTIC BRED – 2000 METRES 
FUNAHIGH was slowly away (2L). A post race veterinary examination of 
FUNDAHIGH did not reveal any abnormality. FEEL IT NOW bled during the race and 
will be ineligible to race for 1 month.  
 



RACE TWELVE: CLASS 4 – DOMESTIC BRED – 1400 METRES 
WAR ZONE HERO was unable to be ridden or led to the barrier and was a late 
scratching prior to the closing of betting. Betting time was extended five minutes. WAR 
ZONE HERO will be required to compete satisfactorily in an official barrier trial prior 
to its next start. BIRDIE HUNTER was difficult to load in the barrier and will be 
required to undergo a stall test prior to its next start. A post race veterinary examination 
of LAND IMPERIAL did not reveal any abnormality. 
 
RIDING CHANGES 
Yoo Sang Wan was indisposed due to a back injury and the following rider substitutions 
were permitted. 
Race 1  GIROKSANGSEUNG  Park Si Cheon 
Race 2  JEOLMEUN HYANGGI  Kim Cheol Ho 
Race 3  NEULSANGSEUNG  Kim Cheol Ho 
Race 6  TACHYS    Kim Cheol Ho 
Race 9  CENTUM    Jong Ki Yong 
Race 11 FUNDAHIGH   Choi Won Jun 
 
Yoon Tae Hyoug was indisposed due to a knee injury and the following rider 
substitutions were permitted. 
Race 5  GANGHANJEGUK   Lee Jun Dong 
Race 6  MR. ROCKY    Oh Kyoung Hoan 
Race 9  GAYAWANGBI   Boo Min Ho 
 
In addition to the swab samples noted above, all the first three place getters in each 
race were sent to be swabbed. 
 
 


